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Magnetic resonance chemical shift imaging (CSI) is becoming To cope with the long experimental duration, a number
the method of choice for localized NMR spectroscopic examina- of fast CSI sequences have been developed in the past years,
tions, allowing simultaneous detection of NMR spectra from a mostly derived from one of the fast imaging techniques. By
large number of voxels. The main limitation of these methods is ingeniously varying how spatial and spectral information is
their long experimental duration. A number of fast CSI experi- obtained, they attempt to reduce the experiment time and to
ments have been presented, promising to reduce that duration. In

still obtain a good SNR. As the spatial resolution will ulti-this contribution the criteria for evaluating and optimizing the
mately be limited by sensitivity, it is crucial that any of thesesensitivity of fast CSI experiments are elaborated. For a typical
fast methods exploit the available magnetization at its best.experiment in the human brain, the performance of various meth-

In the present work we have established criteria for ana-ods is compared. While conventional CSI provides optimal sensi-
lyzing the properties of the most prominent fast CSI se-tivity per unit time, it is shown in which circumstances fast se-

quences allow a shorter experimental duration. Using these results, quences. In the first section, the general parameters needed
the best method for any experimental requirements can be selected. to compare the performance of an experiment are defined.
q 1997 Academic Press Preparation period, excitation, and signal acquisition are

Key Words: fast spectroscopic imaging; sensitivity. treated in a modular way, giving insight into the principles
of how to obtain optimal sensitivity. In the second section,
these principles will be applied to analyze the behavior of

INTRODUCTION 11 different CSI methods. For a typical CSI experiment
which might be conducted on a clinical whole-body instru-

Chemical shift imaging (CSI) already is an established ment, the performance of these techniques is compared in
tool for studying in vivo biochemistry and metabolic path- terms of sensitivity and minimal duration. The formulas es-
ways in fundamental biomedical research. CSI is also emerg- tablished for the individual sequences also allow one to ana-
ing as a valuable diagnostic instrument. NMR spectroscopy lyze their properties under other experimental conditions.
has been successfully applied to finding the seizure foci in These results will help to select the appropriate method for
temporal lobe epilepsy (1, 2) , to studying brain metabolic any application of in vivo CSI. By improving the quality
alterations in patients with AIDS (3) , or to detecting at and the information content of the experiments conducted,
a very early stage tumor response to chemotherapy (4) . this should further enhance the biomedical and clinical im-
Preliminary studies have also shown that CSI might be valu- pact of CSI.
able for investigating noninvasively abnormal cardiac energy
metabolism in various pathologies (5, 6) .

I. THE SENSITIVITY OF A CSI EXPERIMENTProbably the most serious limitation of CSI is its long
experimental duration, which is dictated by two factors:
First, CSI suffers from the inherently low sensitivity of Throughout the following calculations, a given experi-

mental setup is assumed. The sample and its properties, theNMR. As the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) decreases with the
voxel size, this factor becomes predominant with increasing RF coil (especially its sensitivity) , and the whole MR instru-

ment are always the same and determine the physical settingspatial resolution and will impose its ultimate limit. The
second factor is the number of repetitions required by the of the examination. To compare the sensitivity of various

measurement methods performed on this setup, only the ef-experimental protocol, i.e., the number of phase encoding
steps. Irrespective of the sensitivity, the minimal duration of fects of the pulse sequence and its parameters need to be

considered.the experiment is determined by that number. This latter
point may be dominant in examinations with three spatial (7) For the calculation of the sensitivity, each sequence is

divided into four parts, which can be described separately:or with two spectral (8, 9) dimensions, where the number of
required steps is high. (a) excitation of the magnetization with RF pulses, (b) prep-
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146 POHMANN, VON KIENLIN, AND HAASE

aration period used to encode the desired spectral or spatial
information, (c) acquisition of the signal, followed finally
by (d) a delay for relaxation. The excitation scheme and the
repetition time determine the maximal amplitude of the free
induction decay (FID) or spin-echo signal, A(TR, TE , a) ,
which depends on the excitation angle a, on the repetition
time TR, and, for spin echoes, on the echo time TE . Further
parameters that influence A , such as the longitudinal and
transverse relaxation times T1 and T2 , which depend only
on sample and hardware characteristics, are supposed to be
fixed and thus do not appear in the parameter lists in the
parentheses. The signal is also modulated during the spin
preparation period, for instance, due to the signal decay dur-
ing the delay needed for phase encoding. Such effects will
be described by a factor Vprep . The signal is then sampled
and Fourier transformed, which has the effect of integrating
over the FID or echo. The amplitude in the frequency domain
thus is also influenced by the shape of the time domain
signal; this is described by a factor f (TAQ, D f ) . It depends
on the bandwidth D f used for sampling and on the acquisi-
tion time TAQ. This modular approach simplifies the analyti-
cal description of the influence of the many experimental
parameters involved in a CSI examination and allows one
to compute the sensitivity of various methods.

Signal and Noise in the Time Domain

The first step in calculating the sensitivity of an experi- FIG. 1. (a) Behavior of the amplitude of the first 100 FIDs in an
ment is to look at the signal and noise of the acquired data experiment consisting of equally spaced excitation pulses, using the Ernst
in the time domain. For the moment, we restrict ourselves angle. The deviation of the FID amplitude from the steady-state value is

plotted for three different repetition times. The system is presumed to beto single-pulse excitation methods, where an FID is observed
in the steady state, when the amplitude is within 10% of the steady-stateby applying only one excitation pulse per repetition. Spin-
amplitude (broken line) . (b) The number of excitations needed to reach

echo experiments will be treated in a later section. the steady-state signal (dotted lines) is small for long repetition times. The
An FID, which is sampled in discrete time intervals Dt total duration needed to reach the steady state (straight line) thus depends

according to the Shannon criterion Dt Å 1/D f (D f : sam- only weakly on TR, but is always between 1.5T1 and 2T1 for FIDs and
echoes with a repetition time greater than 0.2T1 . For echoes, an echo timepling bandwidth) , consists, for a single resonance, of an
of TE Å 0.1T1 is assumed.oscillation with frequency n0 and an exponential decay with

time constant T*2 ,

approaches a steady state, in which the size of the longitudi-s(nDt) Å Are 2p in0nDt
re0nDt /T *

2 , [1]
nal magnetization is the same for every excitation. Then,
every FID has the same amplitude:where i is

√
01, s(nDt) is the signal of the n th sampled

data point at the time nDt , and A is the amplitude of the
FID immediately after the excitation pulse, A Å s( t Å 0). AFID(TR, a) Å M0r

1 0 e0TR/T1

1 0 cos are0TR/T1
rsin a. [3]

A general expression for A can be derived for a sequence
of excitations with a constant repetition time TR and excita-
tion angle a. According to the Bloch equations, the behavior The Ernst angle, which maximizes the signal amplitude for
of the longitudinal magnetization Mz during TR in the absence a given TR and T1 , can be found by differentiating this ex-
of RF radiation is described by pression by a and is cos aernst Å e0TR/T1 (10, 11) . It is small

for short repetition times and tends to 907 for TR @ T1 .
Mz( t) Å Mz( t Å 0)re0 t /T1 / M0r(1 0 e0 t /T1 ) , [2] Expression [3] can be used only in the steady state, that

is, if the total experiment consists of a far greater number
of excitations than needed to reach a constant FID amplitude.M0 being the magnetization of the sample in thermal equilib-

rium. For the case of excitation with the Ernst angle, Fig. 1a shows
the course of the FID amplitude during the first 100 excita-In the course of a great number of repetitions, the system
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147FAST CHEMICAL SHIFT IMAGING METHODS

tions for three different repetition or relaxation times. Figure can be determined by putting the time domain signal, Eq.
[1] , into Eq. [5]:1b displays the number of excitations and the total time

needed to get within 10% of the steady-state amplitude. It
can be seen that irrespective of the repetition time this always

S(n0) Å Ar ∑
N01

nÅ0

e02 ipn0nDte 2 ipn0nDte0nDt /T*
2takes less than 2T1 , which is much shorter than the usual

duration of a CSI experiment. For the following calculations
we can therefore assume the steady state and use Eq. [3] to

Å Ar ∑
N01

nÅ0

e0nDt /T*
2 É Ar

1
Dt *

TAQ

0

e0 t /T*
2 dtdescribe the time domain amplitude. The time domain signal

of an FID for a single resonance is then accurately described
Å Ar f (TAQ, D f ) . [6]by putting Eq. [3] into [1] .

To this signal a statistical noise is added, which is caused
by electron fluctuations in coil and sample. Its amplitude The conversion of the sum into an integral in this calculation
is independent of the frequency, but does depend on the is possible as long as the dwell time is much shorter than
characteristics of coil and sample as well as on the bandwidth T*2 . This condition is fulfilled in most CSI experiments.
D f of the filter that is used to avoid noise aliasing. The In Eq. [6] , we defined the factor f (TAQ, D f ) , which
standard deviation of this noise is given by the Johnson noise describes the influence of the summation carried out in the
formula (12) , Fourier transformation. Solving the integral in Eq. [6] , this

factor is found for FIDs:
»st … Å

√
4kTcRD f Å ar

√
D f , [4]

fFID(TAQ, D f ) Å T*2 rD f r(1 0 e0TAQ/T*
2 ) . [7]

where the brackets are used to label a statistical variable.
Here, k is the Boltzmann constant, Tc is the temperature of

A long FID with a long T*2 thus generates a higher peak
the coil, and R contains the coil resistance as well as a

amplitude than a rapidly decreasing signal or one that is
characteristic resistance describing losses in the sample

sampled only over a short time TAQ. The bandwidth in this
(13) . Since all of these parameters depend only on the appa-

equation reflects that with our definition of the Fourier trans-
ratus and the sample, which are both presumed to be con-

formation the peak amplitude grows if a larger number of
stant, they can all be included in a proportionality factor a .

data points is sampled within a constant acquisition time.
It describes the noise per unit bandwidth and is called the

To determine the noise amplitude in the spectral domain,
spectral noise density. For a given experimental setup, a is

we must apply the Fourier transformation to Eq. [4] , where
the same for any method, since the resistance of the loaded

we must consider the statistical behavior of noise. In the
coil seen through the matching network is usually equal to

frequency domain, the standard deviation of noise »sn… re-
50 V. Of all the parameters that influence the noise ampli-

sults as
tude, the only one that depends on the method used, and
thus the only one of interest here, is the bandwidth D f .

»sn…
2 Å ∑

N

nÅ1

»st …
2 Å N »st …

2 , [8]
Signal and Noise in the Spectral Domain

In an NMR experiment the acquired data are usually trans-
ferred into the frequency domain by Fourier transformations. and thus, inserting Eq. [4] ,
In order to analyze the performance of an experiment, it is
therefore necessary to determine the effects of this transfor-

sn Å ar
√

NrD f . [9]mation. First, we restrict ourselves to the spectral dimension.
The results will then be applied to the spatial dimensions in
a later section. We also postpone the discussion of postpro- For an experiment with a resolution of N points, the noise
cessing of the signal and assume first unfiltered FIDs. amplitude in the frequency domain thus is

√
N times the

The discrete Fourier transformation is defined as noise in the FID.
A CSI experiment combines one spectral with up to three

spatial dimensions, requiring as many Fourier transforma-S(n) Å ∑
N01

nÅ0

e02 ipnnDts(nDt) , [5]
tions for reconstruction. For both signal and noise this must
be taken into account by adding one factor of type f , Eq.
[7] , for every dimension in the signal and of

√
Ni in thewhere S(n) is the signal amplitude at the frequency n, N is

the number of points acquired with the temporal spacing noise, Ni being the number of points in the spectral ( i Å d)
or the respective spatial dimension ( i Å x , y , z) . The factor(‘‘dwell time’’) Dt , and s(nDt) is the signal of the n th

point in the time domain. f describing the signal amplitude of spatially resolved exper-
iments is derived in a later section.The peak amplitude of a spectral line at the frequency n0
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148 POHMANN, VON KIENLIN, AND HAASE

The Sensitivity

The SNR of a spectral line is defined as its peak height
divided by the standard deviation of the noise (14) . Using
Eqs. [6] and [9], we get for an FID

SNR Å AFID(TR, a)r fFID(TAQ, D f )

ar
√
D frN

. [10]

A comparison of different pulse sequences also must take
into account the total duration of an experiment, Ttot . A

FIG. 2. Dependence of the total accumulated magnetization, Eq. [13],useful criterion thus is the sensitivity C, which is defined as
on the repetition time for FIDs and echoes with an echo time of 0.15T1the SNR divided by the square root of Ttot :
and T2 Å ` .

C Å SNR√
Ttot

. [11]

SNR Å T*2 r(1 0 e0TAQ/T*
2 )

ar
√
TAQ

, [14]
The sensitivity of an experiment is then determined by divid-
ing Eq. [6] by Eq. [9] and the square root of Ttot :

where we used the fact that the Shannon theorem implies
that TAQ Å NDt Å N /D f .

C Å A(TR, a)r f (TAQ, D f )

ar
√
D frNrTtot

. [12] Equation [14] does not directly depend on either the band-
width or the number of points acquired, only on the acquisi-
tion time. This dependence is plotted in Fig. 3. It can be

This sensitivity is a measure of how efficiently the available seen that for an unfiltered FID the SNR has a maximum for
magnetization is used, and thus is a suitable criterion for an acquisition time of TAQ Å 1.26rT*2 (15) .
analyzing the signal-to-noise performance of an NMR exper- To optimize the overall sensitivity of a sequence, the two
iment. above conditions must be combined by demanding that TR

be as short as possible, which means that TR É TAQ. Since
The Optimum Acquisition Parameters then almost all the experiment duration is used for acquiring

data, the time is used most effectively. Eq. [12] then be-The sensitivity as defined by Eq. [12] should always be
comesoptimized with respect to the experimental parameters a,

TR, and TAQ. Since the optimum flip angle has already been
derived, we will now look at the repetition time TR:

C Å A(TR)rT*2 r(1 0 e0TR/T*
2 )

arTR

. [15]
In an experiment with M excitations and a constant repeti-

tion time TR, the total experiment duration is Ttot Å MrTR.
Keeping only the TR-dependent terms of Eq. [12] yields the Again, we assumed the Ernst angle to be used. This relation
total accumulated magnetization per unit time that is detected is plotted in Fig. 4. The total maximum of the sensitivity is
in the experiment (14) : achieved for a repetition and acquisition time of between

1.2T*2 and 1.3T*2 , the exact value depending on TR, T1 , and
T*2 . A further reduction of the acquisition and repetition

Mtot Å
A(TR)√

TR

. [13] time will result in a lower sensitivity.

Spin Echoes
We assume the Ernst angle to be used for excitation. Then
a is determined by TR and T1 and is no longer an independent Up to here only FID sequences were considered. The

results, however, can easily be transferred to spin echoes byparameter of A . The dependence of this expression on the
repetition time is plotted in Fig. 2. It can be seen that it deriving expressions that describe the echo amplitude Aecho

and the echo area fecho , which replace the correspondinghas a maximum for very short repetition times. The highest
accumulated magnetization would for FIDs therefore be ob- terms for FIDs. Then, Eq. [12] can be used for examining

the sensitivity.tained by keeping the repetition time as short as possible.
To optimize the acquisition time TAQ, we examine the To calculate the amplitude A of the spin echo, we consider

a sequence which consists of a (1807 0 a) excitation pulseTAQ-dependent terms of Eq. [12] that constitute the SNR of
a single FID, and a 1807 refocusing pulse after a time TE/2. At the time
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149FAST CHEMICAL SHIFT IMAGING METHODS

TE , the echo reaches its maximum amplitude, which can be
calculated in a manner similar to the calculation of AFID ,
yielding the result

Aecho (TR, TE , a)

Å M0re0TE/T2

1 1 0 e0TR/T1 / 2e0 (TR01/2TE) /T1 0 2e0 (TR03/2TE) /T1

1 0 cos are0TR/T1

1 sin a. [16]

The difference between Eqs. [3] and [16] is due to the delay
FIG. 4. Sensitivity of an FID experiment for two different T1 /T*

2 ratiosbetween the excitation and the refocusing pulse: Since the
as a function of the acquisition time. For T1 /T*

2 Å 33 also the sensitivityrefocusing pulse inverts the longitudinal magnetization, the
using a matched filter is shown.T1 relaxation during this time does not enhance but reduces

the amplitude of the next signal. For short echo times, how-
ever, this period is very short and Aecho approaches AFID . The
difference between these two functions is therefore im- time, depending on TR (Fig. 2) . It reaches a maximum for
portant only if long echo times are used, as is often the case repetition times between T1 and 2T1 . The exact value de-
in CSI. The angle a which yields maximal signal is the same pends on both T1 and TE . For optimal sensitivity, the spin
as the Ernst angle for FIDs. system requires more time for relaxation because the T1

To derive the expression fecho , we assume fully sampled, effect during the first half echo time reduces the longitudinal
symmetrical spin echoes with T2 @ T*2 . The FID signal in magnetization after the refocusing pulse. Since T1 is usually
Eq. [6] then must be replaced by an echo: Instead of a pure much greater than T*2 , the optimal repetition time is much
decay it consists of a rise in the first half ( t õ 0) and a longer than the optimal acquisition time of an unfiltered
decay for t ú 0; the exponential is e0ÉtÉ/T*

2 . The integration echo. These two parameters can therefore be optimized inde-
of Eq. [6] then must be performed symmetrically from pendently.
0TAQ/2 to TAQ/2. The result is For short T2 , the echoes often cannot be sampled symmet-

rically because an echo time of TAQ/2 would be too long.
Then spin echoes with very short echo times can be used,fecho (TAQ, D f ) Å 2T*2 rD f r(1 0 e0TAQ/2T*

2 ) . [17]
only the decaying parts of which are acquired. The shape of
such a half spin-echo signal is similar to that of an FID andThe optimum acquisition time for an unfiltered spin echo is
therefore is described by fFID , and its amplitude is describedjust twice that of an FID, TAQ Å 2.52T*2 (16; Fig. 3) .
by Aecho . Since very short echo times are used, Aecho is inThe result of the optimization of the repetition time for
these circumstances very similar to AFIDre0TE/T2 , the sensi-spin echoes is quite different than for FIDs: Putting Eq. [16]
tivity of this experiment therefore is—except for the factorinto [13] yields the magnetization accumulated in a given
e0TE/T2 —totally described by the corresponding formulas
for FIDs. The results derived there for optimum acquisition
and repetition times are valid.

Multiecho Experiments

A frequently used method for enhancing the SNR in a
spin-echo experiment is to generate several echoes after each
excitation by applying several refocusing pulses with spac-
ing TE . This way, the waiting period between acquisition
and the start of the next repetition, which according to the
previous section is necessary for optimal sensitivity, can be
used to increase the signal intensity. We now want to find
out how many echoes should be used for optimizing the
SNR (17) .

FIG. 3. Dependence of the SNR, Eq. [14], on the acquisition time for
In the course of the echo train, the amplitude of the echoesFIDs (straight line) , FIDs with matched filter (broken line) , and unfiltered

goes down as e0mTE/T2 , m being the number of the echo.echoes (dotted line) . The maxima for unfiltered FIDs and echoes are
marked. Acquisition of M echoes thus enhances the total signal by a
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150 POHMANN, VON KIENLIN, AND HAASE

e0t /b in the second half of the echo. Again the best result is
achieved with b Å T*2 , giving

fecho, filter (TAQ, D f )

Å D f r
√
TAQrT*2 r(1 0 e0TAQ/T*

2 ) . [20]

As in the case of FIDs, filtering increases the sensitivity for
acquisition times that are longer than the optimum for the
unfiltered case.

Read Gradients and Gradient Echoes

We will now analyze the influence of pulsed magnetic
FIG. 5. Course of the accumulated signal for multiecho experiments as field gradients used to encode the spatial information on

a function of the number of echoes M and the echo time TE . the sensitivity. In CSI, two methods for encoding spatial
information are commonly used: ‘‘Phase gradients’’ are
turned on for a short time prior to acquisition to introduce
a space-dependent phase to the FID or echo. ‘‘Read gradi-factor of (M

mÅ1 e0mTE/T2 , while the noise grows by
√

M . The
ents’’ are applied during data acquisition, in order to changetotal SNR improvement is found by dividing these expres-
the frequency of the signal as a function of its spatial origin.sions; the result is plotted in Fig. 5. There is a maximum
Fast CSI methods make use of read gradients in order tofor a total time between the first and the Mth echo of TEtot
reduce the total duration of the experiment. We will showÅMTEÅ 1.26T2 . For an acquisition time of TAQ this amounts
in the following that for spatially encoded signals, sampledto an optimal number of echoes of
in the presence of a read gradient, the formulas derived
above for the spectral dimension are still valid.

Mopt Å
TEtot

TAQ

Å 1.26rT2

TAQ

. [18] In the presence of a read gradient G , the necessary band-
width grows with the gradient strength and the field of view
X as D f Å (g /2p )rGrX , reducing the acquisition timeTime Domain Filtering in the Spectral Dimension
TAQ Å N /D f . According to Eq. [4] , the noise amplitude

In a spectroscopic experiment, the acquisition time is usu- increases with growing bandwidth. To analyze the influence
ally much longer than T*2 in order to achieve the desired of a gradient on the sensitivity, we examine the signal of
spectral resolution. To avoid loss in sensitivity due to this a point source at x0 , acquired in the presence of a read
long acquisition, an exponential filter e0t /b is applied to the gradient G :
FID prior to Fourier transformation. It reduces the contribu-

s ( t ) Å Are0 t /T *
2re igGtx0 . [21]tion of the noisy later part of the FID in favor of the begin-

ning, where the signal is strong. For optimum sensitivity
The second exponential describes the change of frequencyenhancement, the parameter b should be equal to T*2
due to the gradient. Our definition of T*2 does not include(‘‘matched filter’’ (18)) . The influence of this filter can
the effects of applied field gradients; it describes only theeasily be included in the formulas derived above by replacing
reduction of the signal due to T2 relaxation and B0 inhomo-fFID by
geneities. It can thus be much longer than the apparent
signal decay, which for extended sources is much strongerffilter (TAQ, D f )
in the presence of a read gradient. In the Fourier transforma-
tion withÅ D f r

√
T*2 rTAQ

2
(1 0 e02TAQ/T*

2 ) . [19]

S(x) Å 1
Dt

r* s( t)e0igGtxdt [22]
In Fig. 3 it can be seen how filtering removes the decay in
sensitivity which otherwise takes place for acquisition times

(as in Eq. [6] the factor 1/Dt must be added to take thelonger than 1.26T*2 . For TAQ Å 2T*2 this results in an SNR
discrete nature of the data into account) for x Å x0 the twogain of 15%, for TAQ Å 3T*2 of 29%. If this kind of filtering
exponentials in Eqs. [21] and [22] cancel, and the signalis used, acquisition times longer than 1.26T*2 hardly affect
becomesthe sensitivity. Shorter acquisition times, however, should

still be avoided.
S(x0) Å Ar

1
Dt

r*
TAQ

0

e0 t /T*
2 dtWhile for half spin echoes filtering produces the same

effect as for FIDs, whole spin echoes must be considered
separately: here, we must filter with e t /b in the first and with Å ArfFID(TAQ, D f ) . [23]
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151FAST CHEMICAL SHIFT IMAGING METHODS

This integral is identical to that in Eq. [6] . Although the within every voxel, which causes a signal loss of 13% for
every encoded dimension for symmetrical k-space samplingnoise amplitude is higher because of the larger bandwidth

(Eq. [9]) , the SNR as before is given by Eq. [14], which (20) . Since this loss is inherent to and constant in all Fourier
methods, it does not have to be considered in a comparisonis independent of the bandwidth. The read gradient thus has

no influence on the SNR, which depends in exactly the same of methods.
way on the acquisition time as in the spectroscopic dimen-
sion. The modulation of the signal in the time domain in the II. METHODS OF FAST CHEMICAL SHIFT IMAGING
presence of gradients is the carrier of the spatial information
and thus disappears in the Fourier transformation. The higher In addition to the classical CSI method (7, 21) , several
noise amplitude in the presence of read gradients is just sequences for fast CSI experiments have been proposed.
balanced by the signal gain because of the larger number Their main goal is to reduce the experiment duration, espe-
of sampled data points which are accumulated. The results cially for high spatial resolutions. Most of these methods
derived for the spectral dimension can therefore also be ap- are based on fast imaging sequences, which are modified in
plied on the spatial domain. Though this result may seem order to include the spectroscopic information. We will now
surprising, it is actually well known by the spectroscopist: apply the results of the previous section to some of these
The SNR of a spectral line does not depend on the band- methods.
width, as long as the acquisition time remains the same. Following the considerations of the preceding section, an
Read gradients in imaging do not alter this effect. equation for calculating the sensitivity of an experiment with

Very often it is said that imaging gradients do deteriorate two spatial dimensions is found as
the SNR, and the more the stronger they are. Such a state-
ment does not contradict the above findings as it may appear

C Å 1
NxNy

r

ArfxrfyrfdrVprep√
NxNyNdD f r

√
Ttot

. [24]at first glance, but it relies on a different assumption: Usu-
ally, the number of voxels in an image is kept constant, and
the acquisition time consequently is reduced with increasing

The first term describes the voxel size: For a constant sampleread gradient strength. This leads to a decreased SNR, which
volume, the size and thus the signal originating in one voxelactually can be calculated exactly by Eq. [14]. Basing the
goes down with an increasing number of voxels in the x andsensitivity argument on the acquisition time rather than on
y direction. The amplitude of the FID or the echo in the timegradient strength or bandwidth, however, makes it easier to
domain is represented by the factor A , which in most casesfind the optimal parameters for a good SNR. As shown
is given by Eqs. [3] or [16]. For some methods, however,above, best sensitivity is reached for TAQ Å 1.26T*2 (or TAQ A needs to be extended to describe the maximum amplitudeÅ 2.52T*2 for spin echoes) , which is much longer than gener-
of the time domain signal. The terms fx , fy , and fd describeally used in imaging. This optimal acquisition time can be
the effect of the Fourier transformation on the signal in therealized either by applying a rather weak read gradient or by
two spatial and one spectral dimension and are usually givenoscillating a strong read gradient and acquiring an adequate
by one of the Eqs. [7] or [17], but also different valuesnumber of gradient echoes (19) .
are possible. Vprep is an additional, method-dependent factor
which describes processes during the preparation period of

Phase Gradients the experiment. The square roots in the denominator are the
noise amplitude, Eq. [9] , and the total time needed for thePhase gradients, applied between excitation and acquisi-
experiment, Ttot Å NreprTR, Nrep being the total number oftion, encode the spatial information in a manner that is math-
repetitions.ematically similar to the acquisition of a signal in the pres-

To avoid excessive calculations, only for the first methodence of a read gradient, as described by Eq. [23]. Since
are all terms in Eq. [24] derived in detail. The sensitivityevery phase encode step, however, is done on a separate
of the other experiments is then estimated by comparison tosignal, the T*2 weighting in Eq. [23] must be replaced by
methods treated before. A quality factor V which relates thethe weighting of the individual phase encode steps, de-
sensitivity of all fast methods to the classical CSI sequencepending, for instance, on T1 or T2 . Most frequently, only
as a function of the relevant experimental parameters is de-one phase encoding gradient is applied per excitation, and
fined:the signals for all phase encoding steps are weighted equally.

This case is described by setting the T*2 in Eq. [23] to
infinity, resulting in a total signal of S(x) Å ArM , with M Vsequence Å

Csequence

CCSI

. [25]
being the number of phase encode steps. Phase encoding
thus has the same effect on the sensitivity as averaging, as
long as the voxel size remains constant. Emphasizing the differences between the methods, this

quality factor allows one to concentrate on the parametersUp to now we have argued for a sample consisting only of
point sources. In extended sources, phase dispersion occurs which have changed from one method to the other. For a
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TABLE 1 assumed in the experiment an optimum acquisition time of
The Parameters of the Model Experiment 38 ms. For a spatial resolution of 32 points this implies a

read gradient strength of only 19 mT/m. NMR imaging,
Static magnetic field Bo 1.5 T however, requires stronger gradients to avoid image distor-
Gyromagnetic ratio (protons) g 267.54 1 106 s01 T01

tions which are caused by B0 inhomogeneities or by suscepti-Resonance frequency no 63.9 MHz
bility differences. We therefore assume a minimum readLongitudinal relaxation time T1 1 s

Transversal relaxation time T2 300 ms gradient strength of 1 mT/m.
Apparent relaxation time T*2 30 ms
Spectral range Dd 639 Hz Å 10 ppm The Classical CSI Experiment
Spectral resolution Nd 64
Spectral dwell timea Dtd 1.6 ms The first and most commonly used method is the classical
Spectral acquisition timeb TAQd 100 ms CSI experiment (7, 21; see Fig. 6a) . The spatial information
Field of view in the x and y

is encoded solely by phase encoding in all spatial dimen-direction X, Y 25 cm
sions, and the signal is acquired in the absence of magneticSpatial resolution in the x
field gradients. If the experiment is performed as a single-and y direction Nx, Ny 32

Phase encoding time tG 2 ms pulse excitation sequence, observing FIDs, the sensitivity is
Gradient rise time tw 500 ms determined by the following factors:
Soft pulse duration tp 5 ms

The amplitude of the FID right after the excitation pulse
is given by AFID(a, TR) , Eq. [3] . The initial amplitude ofFor a read gradient strength of 1 mT/mc

the acquired signal, however, is reduced by a factor of VprepBandwidthd Df 11284 Hz
Spatial dwell timee Dtx 88.6 ms Å e0tG/T*

2 due to the T*2 decay during the time tG needed
Gradient echo durationf TAQx 2.8 ms for phase encoding.

As shown above, the effect of Nx phase encoding steps isa Spectral dwell time: Dtd Å 1/Dd.
a signal enhancement by Nx , giving rise to the factors fx Åb Spectral acquisition time: TAQd Å NdrDtd.
Nx and fy Å Ny . The Fourier transformation in the spectralc The parameters bandwidth, spatial dwell time, and gradient echo dura-

tion depend on the gradient strength, which is optimized for each method. dimension causes a factor fd Å fFID(TAQ, Dd) . Since no read
Only if this optimization results in a gradient strength G of less than 1 mT/ gradients are used, the bandwidth D f in Eq. [7] is equal to
m are the listed values used.

the frequency range Dd of the spectrum.d Bandwidth: Df Å NxrG / Dd.
The total duration of the experiment ise Spatial dwell time: Dtx Å 1/Df.

f Gradient echo duration: TAQx Å NxrDtx.

Ttot Å NxNyTR. [26]

Putting all parameters into Eq. [24], we get the resultcomplete quantitative analysis, the values of the different
factors in Eq. [24] for each method analyzed are listed in
Table 2.

CCSI Å
AFID(a, TR)re0tG/T*

2

aNxNy

√
NdrDdrTR

rfFID(TAQ, Dd) . [27]

The Model Experiment

In addition to computing the abstract sensitivity formulas The highest sensitivity is achieved by minimizing the repeti-
for all fast CSI methods shown in Fig. 6, we also applied tion time and using the Ernst angle for excitation. This vari-
them to a model CSI experiment on a 1.5-T whole-body ant is called FLASH-CSI (22) and optimizes the sensitivity
instrument. The parameters assumed in this experiment are at the cost of a strong T1 weighting. The repetition time then
listed in Table 1. They correspond to a typical 1H CSI mea- is TR Å TAQ / tG.
surement in the human brain. A linewidth of 10 Hz has been The sensitivity of this experiment as a function of the

spectral resolution for our model experiment is plotted inassumed, corresponding to an apparent relaxation time T*2
of 30 ms. For each method, the optimal excitation angle, Fig. 7a. Since the spectral resolution is proportional to the

acquisition time, this graph has the same shape as that inecho time, acquisition time, and repetition time under the
given experimental conditions were selected. The relative Fig. 3, having a maximum for an acquisition time of 1.26
sensitivity as a function of the spectral resolution is drawn T*2 . The sensitivity decay for long repetition times, however,
for all sequences in Fig. 7a, and the minimal experiment is only small and can be removed by filtering. Figure 7b
duration as a function of the spatial resolution is shown in shows the time needed for the experiment which can be
Fig. 7b. quite long for a high spatial resolution because of the high

Calculating the optimal acquisition time for sequences, number of phase encode steps required.
where only one gradient echo is acquired per repetition, one The time tG, which is needed to perform the phase encod-
finds a rather low strength of the read gradient: Using Eq. ing, also introduces a phase factor which cannot easily be

removed without distortion of the spectrum (23) . This prob-[7] we get for the apparent relaxation time T*2 of 30 ms
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TABLE 2
Result of the Calculation and Optimization of the CSI Methods, Using the Formalism of Eq. [24]

Method A Vprep fx fy fd Tw
a Dfopt

b Nrep
a

Classical CSI AFID
c e0tG

/T*
2 Nx Ny fFID

e 0 Dd NxNy

SE-CSI Aecho
d — Nx Ny fecho

f úT1 Dd NxNy

Echo-time encoding Aecho — fFID Ny fecho úT1 Smallb NdNy

SPLASH AFID e02t
G

/T *
2 fFID Ny fFID 0 Small NdNy

SNAP Asnap
h 1/2 fFID Mrel

h fFID úT1 Small Nd

PREP AFID — fFID Ny fFID 0
NxDd

1 0 Ddts

Ny

PEEP Aecho — fFID Ny fecho úT1
NxDd

1 0 Ddts

Ny

(
N

y
nÅ1

U-FLARE (1 0 e0T
w

/T
1)sin

b

2
e0T

d
/T* g fFID e0nT

n
/T* fFID úT1 Small Nd

EBI
Aecho√

Nd

— fFID Ny fecho úT1 2NxDd Ny

EPSM 1 — fFID fFID fFID —
DdNxNy

1 0 DdNyts

1

SISSI e0T
E
/T

2/
√
Nd — fFID Ny fecho —

NxNy

Dtd 0 ts

1

Note. For further explanation of symbols see the text and Fig. 6.
a Tw is the optimum relaxation time between two repetitions of the experiment, and Nrep the total number of repetitions. The total experiment duration

Ttot is calculated by adding Tw to the duration of one repetition and multiplying by the number of repetitions Nrep.
b Dfopt is the optimum bandwidth. For experiments where a single gradient echo is acquired, the sensitivity optimizaton yields a gradient far lower

than corresponds to a gradient of 1 mT/m, which is not practicable in NMR. Then ‘‘small’’ means that the bandwidth corresponding to the weakest
possible gradient is best.

c AFID is defined by Eq. [3].
d Aecho is defined by Eq. [16], where the echo time TE Å TAQd, except for EBI, where TE Å TAQd/2.
e fFID is defined by Eq. [7].
f fecho is defined by Eq. [17].
g Td is the time needed for dummy scans (necessary for U-FLARE with small refocusing angles).
h Asnap Å Mrelr(1 0 e0T

r
/T

1)re0T
w

/T
1 / 1 0 e0T

w
/T

1 and Mrel Å (
N

y
01

nÅ0 e0nT
r
/T

1 cosn a, where Tr is the repetition time during the imaging part of the sequence.

lem is avoided when a spin-echo sequence is used. The phase echo time. Then, the T2 loss is quite large and the sensitivity
falls below that of the FID variant.gradients can then be applied before the refocusing pulse

(see Fig. 6b). The sensitivity of spin-echo CSI can easily For long T2 values the extension to a multiecho sequence
can be advantageous (24) . The long repetition time neces-be derived from Eq. [27], by replacing the FID terms by

those for spin echoes: sary for spin-echo experiments then is used to enhance the
SNR or to reduce the duration. However, the results derived
above for multiechoes should be observed: According to Eq.

CSE-CSI Å
Aecho (a, TR, TE)

aNxNy

√
NdrDdrTR

rfecho (TAQ, Dd) . [28] [18], a number of four echoes per excitation yields the high-
est sensitivity for the model experiment.

The quality factor VSE-CSI is now found by dividing this
equation by Eq. [27], where the different optimal repetition Echo-Time Encoding
times must be observed. Since the TR optimization yields a
much higher repetition time for echoes than for FIDs (Fig. The main drawback of the classical CSI experiment is the

large number of repetitions needed for high spatial resolu-2) , the total experiment duration is longer.
Whether the spin echo or the FID experiment has a higher tions. The minimal duration of such an experiment is unac-

ceptable for many applications. The following method wassensitivity depends on the value of T2 : The factor f is higher
for echoes than for FIDs, because a larger part of the acquired developed in order to increase the speed of the experiment

for high spatial but low spectral resolutions (25, 26) . It re-signal has a high amplitude. The A factor, however, is
smaller for echoes by an amount that depends on the T2 quires NdrNy repetitions instead of the NxrNy needed in clas-

sical CSI. This sequence (see Fig. 6c) utilizes a read gradientrelaxation. For the T2 value of 300 ms chosen for the model
experiment, the sensitivity of the FID experiment is usually for spatial encoding in one direction. The position of this

gradient is in subsequent repetitions shifted by a variablelower than for echoes (Fig. 7a) . Since we assume symmetri-
cally sampled echoes, a high spectral resolution yields a long time td with respect to the maximum of the spin echo, thus
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FIG. 6. Pulse sequences of the treated methods: (a) classical CSI, (b) SE-CSI, (c) echo-time encoding, (d) SPLASH, (e) spectroscopic SNAP, (f )
PREP, (g) PEEP, (h) spectroscopic U-FLARE, (i) EBI, ( j) EPSM, (k) SISSI. In all sequences, the slice gradient is omitted for simplicity.

encoding the spectral information. A phase gradient is used both methods thus is the same. The larger bandwidth D f
required in the presence of read gradients, however, in-for resolving the second spatial dimension.

The sensitivity of this experiment can be found by com- creases the noise compared to that of classical CSI by a
parison to the spin-echo variant of classical CSI: Instead of factor

√
D f /Dd . Since in both cases spin echoes are used,

phase encoding, one of the spatial dimensions is resolved the repetition time is equal, and the total experiment time
by applying a read gradient. The factor Nx in Eq. [27] thus thus differs by a factor Nd /Nx , and the total sensitivity by
is replaced by the signal of a gradient echo, fx Å fFID(TAQ,
D f ) . Since the acquisition time in the presence of a read

Vecho time Å
√
DdrNx

D frNd

rVSE-CSI . [29]gradient usually is much shorter than T*2 even for quite small
gradients, this factor is approximately equal to Nx , which is
the same as for phase encoding. The signal amplitude of For small spectral and high spatial resolutions, Nx /Nd be-
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shifted with reference to the excitation pulse by a variable
delay td in Nd subsequent repetitions. Similar to echo-time
encoding, one spectral point is sampled per repetition, al-
ready resolved in one spatial dimension. The second spatial
dimension is phase encoded by a gradient between excitation
and acquisition. For an entire experiment, NdrNy repetitions
are needed, and in each of them a gradient echo with Nx

points is acquired. The repetition time is equal to that of
FLASH-CSI, resulting in a difference in the total duration
of TCSI /TSPLASH Å Nd /Nx . The sensitivity, however, is re-
duced due to the read gradient, which requires a far larger
bandwidth and thus increases the noise amplitude by a factor√
D f /Dd . The total difference in sensitivity of these two

experiments thus is

VSPLASH Å
√
DdrNx

D frNd

. [30]

Since D f is much higher than Dd, SPLASH can achieve a
higher sensitivity than CSI only for a very small spectral
and high spatial resolution.

Both sensitivity and duration of this experiment are plotted
in Fig. 7 for the model experiment. The read gradient
strength is assumed to be 1 mT/m.

Spectroscopic SNAP
FIG. 7. Sensitivity and minimal experiment duration for the CSI meth-

The pulse sequence of the spectroscopic modification ofods compared. (a) Sensitivity as a function of the spectral resolution. (b)
Experiment duration as a function of the spatial resolution. All other param- snapshot-FLASH (SNAP; 31) is shown in Fig. 6e: In order
eters are fixed according to Table 1. The broken lines indicate spin-echo to encode the chemical shift information, two 907 pulses,
methods.

separated by a variable preparation period td , are applied, and
the remaining transversal magnetization is then destroyed by

comes larger than Dd /D f and the sensitivity of this method crusher gradients. The chemical shift information is now
exceeds that of the classical CSI experiment. This can be stored as amplitude modulation of the longitudinal magneti-
realized by using specially adjusted phase gradients to make zation. The spatial distribution of this component is finally
separate images of only two chemical shift species (e.g., measured using a fast snapshot-FLASH imaging sequence.
water and fat; 27) . This method is, furthermore, the base of With each repetition a whole image is acquired; only Nd

faster experiments to be presented in the following sections. repetitions with varying preparation times td are necessary.
The model experiment used for Fig. 7 has a quite high Here, the spectroscopic information is stored in the ampli-

spectral resolution; the sensitivity of this sequence thus is tude of the longitudinal magnetization as deviation from the
much weaker than that of other methods. steady state. The assumption made for the other experiments,

that the spin system is in the steady state, described by Eq.
FLASH-Based Techniques

[3] , cannot be applied. To calculate the signal amplitude of
The fast methods we will present in the following sections this experiment, we thus must observe the course of the

are derived from fast imaging methods, which are modified signal toward equilibrium during the FLASH sequence and
to introduce the chemical shift information. Three CSI modi- determine again the optimum values for repetition time and
fications of the FLASH (fast low angle shot) imaging se- flip angle. The results of exact calculations are shown in
quence (28, 29) are treated here. These are FLASH-CSI, Fig. 7. Here, instead of going through all the steps of the
which has already been presented as an optimized version quite complicated calculations, we restrict ourselves to some
of classical CSI, as well as SPLASH and spectroscopic snap- qualitative statements to explain the strongly reduced perfor-
shot-FLASH. mance in comparison to other methods.

In a normal FLASH imaging sequence, the longitudinal
SPLASH magnetization that is generated due to T1 relaxation during

the experiment contributes to the signal. In the spectroscopicThe SPLASH (spectroscopic FLASH) sequence (30; Fig.
6d) consists of a gradient echo, the position of which is version this magnetization is lost, since it does not contain
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the spectroscopic information. It is not modulated by the The sensitivity of this experiment is optimized by using
short repetition times and the Ernst angle. The acquisitionpreparation pulses and therefore does not contribute to the

spectrum, but gives rise to a line with frequency zero. The time is as long as in classical CSI. It could therefore in
principle reach the same sensitivity. In realistic experiments,amplitude of the desired spectroscopic signal decreases in

the course of the imaging sequence, which for the parameters however, a finite time ts is needed for gradient switching.
Since this time is not used for acquisition, the total acquisi-of the model experiment amounts to a total loss in signal of

about 1/2. tion time and thus the sensitivity is reduced. For an optimized
gradient strength, where the gradients are such that one spec-An additional signal reduction of another 1/2 is due to

the fact that the chemical shift information is stored only in tral dwell time is just used up with gradient switching and
acquisition of the Nx points, this sensitivity loss amounts tothe amplitude, and not also in the phase of the signal.

In spite of the very low duration of this experiment, these
VPREP Å

√
1 0 tsDd . [32]effects reduce its sensitivity to about one-quarter of that of

the SPLASH sequence. The quality factor of spectroscopic
In our model experiment, we assume gradient switchingSNAP thus is

times of ts Å 500 ms and a spectral width of Dd Å 639 Hz.
For a field of view of 25 cm and a spatial resolution of 32

VSNAP É
VSPLASH

4
. [31] points a gradient strength of 2.8 mT/m is required. The

factor
√
1 0 tsDd is then equal to 0.83, and the sensitivity

of PREP thus is reduced by 17% with respect to that ofAs explained above, the relevant part of the signal de-
classical CSI. It is, however, much faster, since only Nxcreases in the course of the imaging experiment, thus intro-
repetitions are necessary (Fig. 7b).ducing a certain weighting of the differently phase-encoded

The signal loss compared to classical CSI is caused onlygradient echoes of each image. This causes a broadening of
by the interruptions in the acquisition due to gradient switch-the pointspread function and thus affects the spatial resolu-
ing and might be avoided by using alternative read gradienttion of the experiment.
forms which allow efficient and continuous acquisition even
during the gradient switching period (37) . This, however,EPI-Based Techniques
requires more complicated reconstruction methods.

Echo planar imaging (EPI; 32) is the fastest imaging
method, but is often affected by a short T*2 because of its PEEP
long acquisition time. In spectroscopic experiments, how- PEEP (phase-encoded echo planar imaging; 38; Fig. 6g)
ever, the spectral acquisition time is determined by the spec- is the Fourier variant of PREP. Again one spatial and the
tral resolution and is independent of the method that is used. spectroscopic dimensions are scanned simultaneously by an
All methods thus suffer equally from short T*2 values. EPI oscillating read gradient. The second spatial direction now
variants are quite suitable for spectroscopic applications and is encoded by a phase gradient. The entire experiment is
several variations have been proposed, including PREP, done as a spin-echo sequence, where the phase encoding is
PEEP and the single-shot method EPSM, which will be applied during the first half echo time. As for the spin-echo
treated in a separate section. variant of classical CSI, this implies an optimal repetition

time of about T1 , and is therefore slower than the FIDPREP
method PREP, although the same number of repetitions is

The pulse sequence of PREP (projection-reconstruction necessary. The loss in sensitivity, now compared to classical
echo planar imaging; 33, 34; see Fig. 6f) is similar to that spin-echo CSI, has the same amount and the same reasons
of a normal EPI experiment with the phase gradient left out. as stated for PREP:
An oscillating read gradient Gtrans generates a train of Nd

gradient echoes with an echo spacing equal to the spectral VPEEP Å
√
1 0 tsDdrVSE0CSI . [33]

dwell time Dtd , thus scanning a plane in k-space in the
The square root has for the model experiment again the valuespectral and one spatial dimension at each repetition. The
0.83, indicating a 17% loss in sensitivity (Fig. 7) .spatial resolution is performed by a projection-reconstruction

A variation of this experiment is EPSI (echo planar spec-scheme (35, 36) : The direction of the oscillating gradient
troscopic imaging; 39) , where water suppression and vol-is rotated in subsequent repetitions, and the signal then is
ume selection are added to perform in vivo measurementsreconstructed with a back-projection algorithm, thereby
on the human brain.avoiding the problems caused by a phase gradient put in

between excitation and acquisition. The number of repeti-
Spectroscopic U-FLAREtions necessary for a resolution of N 2

x points is approxi-
mately equal to Nx , with the same number of data points The U-FLARE (ultrafast low-angle RARE) imaging se-

quence (40) is derived from the RARE (rapid acquisitionacquired in each gradient echo.
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with relaxation enhancement) experiment (41) , which uses number of echoes. In EBI (Fig. 6i) , a BURST excitation
consisting of Nd pulses is followed by a refocusing pulsea train of separately phase-encoded spin echoes sampled in

the presence of a read gradient to generate strongly T2- and the signals are acquired as gradient echoes. Additional
gradients in the read direction are applied to shift the positionweighted images. A 907 excitation pulse is applied, fol-

lowed by Ny refocusing pulses. To reduce the applied RF of the gradient echoes with respect to their respective spin-
echo maxima: In the first gradient echo, the magnetizationpower, the flip angles b of the refocusing pulses can be

much smaller than 1807, which also reduces the T2 excited in the first pulse of the excitation is refocused, while
its corresponding spin-echo maximum would be at the posi-weighting. The amplitude of an echo at the time t after

excitation is sin(b /2)re0t /T = (42) . The time constant T * tion of the last gradient echo. Only for the central echo is
the spin-echo condition fulfilled. The gradient echoes areof the decay is equal to T2 for b Å 1807, but longer for

smaller refocusing angles, since a part of the magnetization thus modulated by the overlying spin echo. Due to this
scheme, the echo spacing is only Dtd /2 and the total acquisi-is stored in the longitudinal direction (43 ) .

The experiment can be modified for CSI applications by tion time is only half that used in a classical CSI experiment.
shifting the 907 excitation pulse in steps of Dtd in Nd subse- This reduces the sensitivity by a factor of 1/

√
2 because

quent repetitions with respect to the first refocusing pulse stronger gradients are required.
(44; Fig. 6h). The spectroscopic information is then stored A further reduction of the sensitivity is due to the BURST
as phase modulation of the transverse magnetization and excitation scheme, which does not excite the sample uni-
refocused in each of the spin echoes of the echo train. In formly. By optimally phasing the BURST pulses (‘‘chirp’’
each repetition a whole image consisting of Ny echoes is pulse; 48) , an echo amplitude that is 1/

√
Nd of the signal of

sampled for one point in the spectroscopic dimension. To a simple 907 excitation pulse (49) can be reached. These
separate the spin echo and the stimulated echo in the signal, arguments add up to a quality factor of
a second, phase-cycled run of the entire experiment is neces-
sary, which reduces the sensitivity by 1/

√
2 (45) . Since the

VEBI Å
VSE-CSI√

2Nd

. [35]longitudinal magnetization is to a great extent destroyed at
the end of the spin-echo train, a relaxation period Tw of more
than T1 is necessary between two repetitions. In total, this

This result is plotted for the model experiment in Fig. 7.method reaches a sensitivity of

Single-Shot Methods
VU-FLARE Å

(1 0 e0Tw/T1 )rsin(b /2)r(NynÅ1 e0nTn /T =

AFID(TR-CSI , a) Because of the small concentrations of the metabolites
observed in CSI, most experiments require several averages
to accumulate the SNR needed. In some cases, however,1

√
TR-CSIrDd

2NdrTRrD f
, [34]

when the signal is high, the spatial resolution is low, and
the experiment must be very fast, even the use of single-
shot methods can be useful, where only one excitation iswhere TR-CSI is the repetition time used in the classical CSI
necessary to acquire all the necessary data. They have theexperiment, to which this method is compared. The repeti-
advantage of high speed, combined with a high sensitivity,tion time of the U-FLARE experiment is TR, which consists
which arises because if only one excitation is needed, allof the preparation time, the time needed for the Ny echoes,
the equilibrium longitudinal magnetization is available. Thisand the relaxation period Tw. The first factor in the numerator
advantage, however, is lost as soon as several repetitionsreplaces the A(TR, a) term of other methods. It describes
are needed for averaging. The sensitivities calculated in thethe relaxation of the longitudinal magnetization during Tw.
following sections thus are valid only if they really are usedThe third term sums over the amplitudes of the echo train.
as single-shot experiments. Otherwise, each of the multishotTn is the echo spacing.
sequences treated earlier reaches a higher sensitivity and isFor the model experiment (Fig. 7) , a refocusing angle of
easier to implement.b Å 1807 was chosen. Since U-FLARE is T2-weighted, its

Two single-shot sequences will be treated: the EPI variantsensitivity can suffer strongly from a short T2 . The decay
EPSM and the BURST derivative SISSI.during the echo train also causes a broadening of the point-

spread function and thus affects the spatial resolution.
EPSM

EBI
The pulse sequence of EPSM (echo-planar shift mapping;

34, 50; see Fig. 6j ) is derived from PREP by adding aEBI (echo-time-encoded BURST imaging; 46) is a deriv-
ative of the BURST imaging sequence (47) , where a fast second gradient, which is inverted after Ny oscillations of

the first one. The gradients must be fast enough to acquiretrain of low-angle excitation pulses is applied in the presence
of a gradient in the read direction to generate the required a whole image in only one spectral dwell time Dtd . This
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way, a series of Nd images with spacing Dtd is made from
only one FID. This method thus requires extremely strong
and fast gradients and nevertheless allows only a very small
spatial resolution. The sensitivity, however, can be quite
high since the total longitudinal magnetization is excited by
just one pulse with an angle of 907. The frequent gradient
switching points, however, use up the greatest part of the
total acquisition time. The sensitivity depends on the square
root of the acquisition time and thus decreases with increas-
ing gradient switching time ts and number of switching
points, which is determined by the spatial resolution. The
quality factor thus is

FIG. 8. Sensitivity of the single-shot methods EPSM and SISSI. A
modified model experiment was assumed (see text) .VEPSM Å

√
1 0 NytsDd

AFID(TR-CSI , a)
. [36]

The denominator describes the signal gain of the single-shot DISCUSSION
method compared to steady-state experiments with repetition
time TR-CSI , where only a part of the magnetization is avail- The results plotted in Fig. 7 show the superiority with

respect to the sensitivity of the classical CSI experiment.able for every excitation.
Because of the strong requirements on the gradient sys- For a spatial resolution of 32 1 32 points and a repetition

time of 1 s, this experiment takes about 17 min. Since suchtem, the model experiment must be modified in order to be
able to be realized as an EPSM experiment. For a spatial an experiment time is often needed anyway to reach the

necessary SNR, the number of phase encode steps in thatresolution reduced to 8 1 8 points and a gradient switching
time of 150 ms, a gradient strength of 15 mT/m is necessary. case does not impose a critical limitation on the experiment.

Furthermore, if FIDs are observed the repetition time canEven with these parameters, 77% of the acquisition time
is actually used for gradient switching, thus reducing the be even further reduced. The sensitivity advantage of classi-

cal CSI can be explained by comparing its properties withsensitivity by 48% (Fig. 8) .
In spite of its great sensitivity, the use of this method is the optimization criteria derived in the first section of this

work: The long acquisition times per excitation as well asstrongly limited by its high demands on the instrument and
restrictions on the resolution. the possibility of easily optimizing the flip angle and the

repetition time in FLASH-CSI yield the strongest possible
signal. Furthermore, this method most effectively makes useSISSI
of the signal that is present: Every FID or echo is entirely

Another single-shot sequence, SISSI (single-shot spectro- acquired from its beginning to its end, thus accumulating all
scopic imaging; 51; Fig. 6k), uses a BURST excitation to the available signal. The acquisition duty cycle approaches
generate a number of closely spaced gradient echoes, which 100%, which is ideal for optimal sensitivity.
are perpetually refocused by an oscillating read gradient. The same arguments account for the almost as good per-
Similar to the EPSM sequence, this method can be used as formance of the EPI variants PREP and PEEP. The only
either an FID or a spin-echo method. Its signal amplitude is loss of signal occurs because the acquisition must be stopped
degraded because of the BURST excitation by a factor of during the gradient switching times. This can be avoided by
1/

√
Ny . The total acquisition time, however, is increased choosing gradient shapes that allow continuous sampling

because only one gradient switching point per spectral dwell (37, 52) . These schemes, however, employ an unfavorable
time is required. The restrictions on the gradient system thus k-space weighting which still affects the achievable signal
are much lower than those for EPSM. The quality factor is gain.

Observing the results in Fig. 7, one should keep in mind
that it only visualizes the results for a special model experi-
ment. Different parameters can significantly change the rela-VSISSI Å

√
1 0 tsDd

Ny(1 0 NytsDd)
rVEPSM. [37]

tive performance of the various sequences. Most of all, the
T2 value and the spatial and spectral resolutions have a strong
influence on the sensitivity. For all values, however, theThe sensitivity of EPSM (Fig. 8) will in most cases exceed

that of SISSI if fast gradient systems are used. The advan- sensitivity can be calculated using the equations given for
the quality factor or in Table 2.tages of SISSI, however, are the far lower requirements on

the gradient system and the much easier implementation. Furthermore, all results can easily be applied to three-
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